
SAFETY MEETING

Note:  Our company conducts scheduled safety meetings to focus attention on one major safety topic per 
meeting.  Should an employee have a question on any subject related to safety or job procedure, it will be 
addressed by the person conducting the meeting.

DRIVER SAFETY

Not wearing safety belts, speeding, driving while under the influence of alcohol or drugs, 
tailgating, driving without a license, weaving, not using rear view mirrors and turn signals --
the list goes on and on.  For each type of improper behavior, there are statistics proving 
how dangerous they are.  Whether you are driving a 500 pound motorcycle or an 80,000 
pound tractor-trailer combination, you are actually in control of a potentially lethal weapon if not 
properly controlled.  

One might take a lesson from professional drivers.  Do you get plenty of rest before 
driving?  Do you inspect your vehicle before driving?  Is your vehicle maintained on a 
regular basis?  Do you replace tires before they blow out or have such minimal tread that 
they hydroplane (when hydroplaning, you have no control whatsoever)?  Do you overload 
your vehicle?  Do you know the load limits of your vehicle?  Are your wheels aligned and 
your brakes in good shape?  Is the exhaust system in good repair?  Do you exercise care 
when fueling your vehicle?  Do you check the oil and other fluids?  Are the inside and 
outside of your windows clean?  Are they free from cracks? Do your headlights, turn 
signals, brake lights, parking lights, flashers, and horn work?  Do you have insurance?  Do 
you carry a first aid kit?  Do you have a flashlight?

On various job sites, motor vehicles may be found which, if not safely handled, present a 
safety hazard for the operator, persons around the vehicle, and property.  There are all 
types of industrial motor vehicles and they come in all shapes and sizes powered by 
battery, propane, gasoline, or diesel.  All vehicles are dangerous when care is not 
exercised in their use.  Vehicular accidents on the job site can be serious because of the 
power and weight of the machine and load.  

Persons who operate forklifts, tow motors, tractors, etc., know the basic safety rules for job
site operation because they have been trained and they are authorized to operate the 
vehicle.  They know, for example, to:

a. ensure the vehicle is inspected before use, well maintained, and has appropriate 
safety equipment such as a fire extinguisher, horn, adequate lighting, rollover cage,
backup alarm, mirrors and flashing light.

b. sound an audible warning when going backwards and to use a ground guide when 
there is limited visibility or very tight spaces in which to maneuver.  

c. permit no riders and to keep their own arms and legs within the protection of the 
driver's compartment or cage.  

d. be aware that the surface on which they travel can safely carry the weight of the 
vehicle, driver, and load and to keep the load low and secure.

The person most likely to be injured in a job site vehicular accident is not the operator of 
the vehicle but the person struck by the vehicle or the load.
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